
   

       

  Get Well Gift Stimulating Thoughts
 
£141.20

IN STOCK

Quick Overview
This Get Well gift has been designed to focus the recipients mind on
positive, inspiring and stimulating activities as a way to cheer them
up. They will be feeling better in no time with a fresh head.

  Details
 
When we are feeling low, the hardest part about picking ourselves up is starting the process. Send someone some motivation to get themselves
back on track with our Stimulating Thoughts Get Well Gift. Inside this get well gift basket we have included mentally stimulating activities such
as a 1000 piece jigsaw puzzle, a sudoku book, a Rubik's square, card games, a colour block puzzle and a fun bucket list pot. The wide variety of
puzzles within this Get Well Gift - Stimulating Thoughts basket have been included as some fun to pass the time on the road to recovery. Picking
ourselves back up does not happen overnight, however small steps every day help to improve our overall mood and outlook on life. It will not
be possible for the recipient to be bored or feel uninspired after rummaging through everything packed within this get well gift! Food is always
an important element of our hampers, in this get well gift we have included healthy, guilt free snacks. Such as ethical chocolate, organic oat
cookies, plant based gummies and other tasty treats. There is also a box of organic tea, which can be enjoyed to sit down with a cookie and
begin working on the jigsaw puzzle. We can't think of a better way to get well soon and pass the afternoon than that! Thanks to the versatile
range of products and colours within this get-well gift basket it is available for either men or women who enjoy mental stimulation and healthy
snacks. If you know someone who needs a bit of happiness and thoughtfulness sent their way, then this Stimulating Thoughts Get Well gift
basket is exactly what you need to send. They will be on the mend in no time with their thoughtful get well gift!

Additional Information
 
Contents Jigsaw 500 - 1000 pieces Tabletop Bucket List by Lagoon Pocket Posh Sudoku 3D Puzzle Giraffe by

Nanoblock Magic Rubik's Square by Lagoon Card Games by Lagoon Colour Block Puzzle Dark Chocolte
Waffles by Tregroes, 270g Salted Caramel Marshmallows by Mallow & Marsh, 100g Chocolate Covered
Mango by Forest Feast, 150g Original Oat Biscuits by Kilbeggan, 200g The Dapper Puzzleman by Professor
Puzzle Smoked Almonds & Peanuts by Forest Feast, 120g Organic Green Tea Turmeric & Matcha by Qi, 20
tea bags Raspberry Crisp Dark Chocolate Bar by Gnaw, 100g Milk Chocolate Buttons by Gnaw, 150g
Chocolate Salted Caramel Butter Cups by Love Raw, 34g Vegan Happy Bears by Jealous Sweets, 40g Dark
Chocolate Apple Sticks by Lismore, 25g Roasted Mixed Nuts by Forest Feast, 40g Hazelnut Corn Wafers by
Mamma Loretti's, 15g Milk Chocolate Pretzels by Indie Bay, 31g Medium Open Wicker Basket Gift wrapped
and decorated in hand tied ribbon & bow Gift Card for your personalised message  
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